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Abstract
Stock pricing is one of the challenging tasks in prediction due to noisy patterns with a slow changing

curve. Global prediction techniques such as support vector (SV) show good enveloped prediction patterns
but it tends to delay the prediction. Fuzzy prediction methods have better local optimizing and show
significantly within training sets. Unfortunately, these sometimes generate surface oscillation effects in the
output. This includes both global and local stock price rules with filtering of existing prediction models,
output component base (OCB) and output-input iteration (OII) models, resulting in significant compromise
for stock prediction.
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บทคัดยอ
การทำนายราคาหุนเปนงานที่มีความทาทาย เนื่องจากรูปแบบที่มีขอมูลอาจมีการรบกวน และมีการเปลี่ยนแปลงขอมูลแบบ

เสนโคงอยางชา เทคนิคการทำนายแบบเชิงกวาง เชน ซัพพอรตเวกเตอรแสดงใหเห็นรูปแบบการทำนายที่ดี แตก็มีแนวโนมใน
การทำนายขอมูลที่ลาหลัง วิธีการทำนายแบบฟซซีมีความเหมาะสมเชิงพื้นที่ที่ดีกวา และแสดงนัยสำคัญภายในชุดการฝกสอน
แตนาเสียดายที่เทคนิควิธีฟซซีบางครั้งใหผลเอาตพุตที่กระเพื่อม การวิจัยครั้งนี้พิจารณากฎราคาหุนทั้งเชิงกวางและเชิงพื้นที่รวม
กับการกรองของโมเดลการคาดการณที่มีอยู ไดแก โมเดลฐานองคประกอบเอาตพุต และโมเดลการทำซ้ำเอาตพุต-อินพุต ใหผล-
ลัพธการพยากรณที่ดีกวาแบบดั้งเดิม

คำสำคัญ: การทำนายราคาหุน, ขอมูลอนุกรมเวลา, ระบบไฮบริดแบบนิโรฟซซี, การถดถอยแบบเวกเตอรสนับสนุน, ฐานองค
ประกอบเอาตพุต, การทำซ้ำเอาตพุตอินพุต, โมเดลแบบคาสเคด

1. Introduction

Solving the prediction problem is a critical task
in those real-world applications where accuracy is
strictly related to the management of economic re-
sources. The price to pay in this case is usually an in-
creased complexity of the computing system. Thus,
the trade-off between cost and benefits must always
be taken into account [1].

Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average
(ARIMA) model was introduced by Box and Jenk-
ins [2] and seems to be a prominent method. It
is attractive because it can capture complex arrival
patterns, including those that are stationary, non-
stationary, and seasonal [3]. However, tasks are
labor-intensive and sophistication, which requires
experts in the domain [4-6]. However, it is more
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suitable if one is not familiar with complex forecast-
ing models to use a simpler method like an applied
exponential smoothing model [7].

Alternatively, artificial intelligent techniques can
be applied in forecasting by using prior knowledge
learned directly from data. The main methods
are Bayesian, fuzzy models, and neural networks.
Bayesian method assumes that past data follows a
particular probability distribution [8] with a simple
formula which can provide a good prediction. How-
ever, it requires a substantially larger inventory in-
vestment. This is much more complex and expen-
sive [4] and impacts the risk adverse pattern which
is not good enough [9]. Fuzzy models are particu-
larly well suited for human decision making includ-
ing business and finance areas [10]. Neural networks
are suitable as forecasting models for time series be-
cause of nonlinear mapping and learning abilities.
However, with the effects of ‘‘black box," slow con-
vergence, and local optimal solution, it occasion-
ally produces some very wild forecasting values [5],
which strongly limit its applications in practice [11]. If
the training dataset does not cover the full range of
operating conditions, the model may perform badly
when deployed [12]. Hybrid systems can be applied
to overcome these drawbacks. This provides bet-
ter results than any single algorithm, or sometimes
very similar to the best prediction method [13]. Spe-
cial neural networks and prediction systems need to
have an individual standard as well [14].

In time series forecasting, windowing is a method
to discover optimal local patterns, which concisely
describe the main trends in time series data at mul-
tiple time scales. It can capture meaningful patterns
in a variety of settings [15]. Also, an internal structure
within the time series data can be used to improve
the performance [16].

In some cases, a large fraction of the training
data can be discarded to improve the performance
while maintaining high accuracy [17]. Forecasting is
not based on only historical data but also the un-
derstanding of the significant factors hidden in the
data; thereby it greatly improves the forecast accu-
racy [18]. Cortes and Vapnik [19] introduced a new
theory named Support Vector Machine (SVM) that
is very suitable to a regression model for time series
prediction known as Support Vector Regression (SVR)
[20-22].

The next day stock prices, a type of time se-
ries data, are highly temporal and dynamic chang-
ing. The SVR can provide global enveloped value of
prediction; however, it tends to generate large er-
ror when the domain of testing input is shifted from
training patterns [23]. The Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy In-
ference System (ANFIS) [24] can be applied to gen-
eral prediction. It is called fast convergent learning
when initial parameters are appropriated and pre-
arranged. The limitations found in this case are
inconsistent training patterns and large shifting do-
mains between training and testing patterns [25].

In this paper, contributing to time series predic-
tion, the author proposes cascade models which
are a combination of Output Component-Based Sup-
port Vector Regression (OCB) [23] model and Output-
Input Iteration (OII) [25] based on Adaptive Neuro-
Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) [24]. The remainder
of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de-
scribes the related works. Section 3 illustrates the
proposed cascade model for prediction of support
vector machine and nero-fuzzy network. Section 4
shows the simulations results. Finally, discussion
and conclusion are given in sections 5 and 6.

2. Related works

2.1 Support vector regression with out-

put component base approximation

The Output Component-Based Support Vector
Regression (OCB) model [23] is derived from the fact
that the time series data with the training data trnXi
in historical space (H-space) are different from the
testing data in both shape and size even if it comes
from the same source. In the case of domain pattern
shifting, if SVR [20, 21] is trained, the result minimum
error of the SVR does not always guarantee to pro-
vide accurate output in prediction.

Figure 1. SVR structure model in training mode.
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Figure 1 shows SVR model in training mode in
which inputs of both mapping vector sets come from
the same training data. If ϕ() is a Gaussian function
for training, the user needs to define the constant σ.
Another two predefined parameters required are C
and ε for SVR's risk optimized solution in (1) and (2).

R =
1

2
∥w∥2 + C

(
n∑

i=1

ϕ (yi − f (xi,w))
)

. (1)

|y − f (x,w)|ε =

{
0, |y − f (x,w)| ≤ ε,

|y − f (x,w)| − ε, otherwise, (2)

where w is the weighting parameter in which it is
optimized equivalent to β in Figure 1; C is a balanc-
ing value between maximized margin and minimized
empirical risk; and ε is an insensitive error found from
(2). In the testing mode, the SVR output is based on
suitable weighting factors of training data in H-space

trn = {(X1, Y1), (X2, Y2), . . . , (Xn, Yn) ∈ ℜl ×ℜ}.

The adjustment depends on appropriate param-
eters: C , ε, and σ. However, when it is evaluated
with test data (tstX), the results may not provide
good accuracy. Fortunately, the enveloped output
is similar to real patterns in the Target space (T-
space). The major effect comes from partial match-
ing between H-space and T-space domains.

In case of non-complete matching between H-
space and T-space, the composite analysis of input
processing to output components may disclose sig-
nificant hidden patterns. The jittering effects can
be introduced at the final output as representative
mapping from H- to T-space. Output Component
Based-SVR (OCB) was proposed in [23] to handle the
jittering effects. Figure 2 shows the network diagram
of OCB model.

Figure 2. OCB structure model.
From Figure 2, SVR illustrates a standard ε-SVR

module. STP stands for a stepping function. SUB

stands for a subtractive function. SPL represents a
Spline function used to evaluate approximate root
values. WIN function represents a selector, which
selects an appropriate winner output. Training data
trnX contains a set of records with L dimensional
data. Both trnXi and tstXi have {I1, I2, . . . , IL}
format. The evaluations of each input component
are performed for curve fitting functions in SPL. The
expected values of each compared dimension are
close to 0. The SVR function is defined as ε-SVR in
(3).

SV Ri = β · k(trnX · vtstXi) + b, (3)

vtstXi =

{
tstXj ; i ̸= j

0 . . . 1; i = j
(4)

where β = α−α∗ and α, α∗ are Lagrange multiplier
pairs, and b is a constant. Gaussian kernel function
k(), b is close to 0 by a constraint of 1 ≤ i < j ≤ L.

The result of changing stepping values of each
input component in (4) gives output SV Ri in (3),
which is a directly related value. In case of com-
plete mapping, all output graph lines of each com-
ponent input will have the same intersection point
as shown in Figure 3. This point can represent the
most suitable output of tstXj .

Figure 3. Structure of WIN function.

To compare the results of each dimension of in-
put, each output pair is compared using SUB func-
tion in (5).

SUBk = SV Ri − SV Rj (5)

where

k =

 j − i; i = 1

j + i+
L−1∑
m=1

(L−m); i > 1
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and the number of SUB value is equal to
L−1∑
i=1

i.
If higher accuracy in prediction is needed, an in-

crease of step resolution in (4) is required. However,
this leads to a large consumption of the process-
ing time. To reduce this effect cubic Spline interpo-
lation technique [26] can be used by defining knot
point (x, y) with x = SUB, y = input step values. All
outputs of SPL function are candidate values for fi-
nal outputs which is processed and selected by WIN
function as shown in Figure 3. During prediction pro-
cesses in T-space, the actual output value of the
system is not known. So, all outputs from SPL func-
tion can be representatives of OCB outputs. At this
state, a suitable output may refer to standard SVR
output selected by WIN function in Figure 3. The
closest SPL output to the SVR reference is selected
to represent the final output of OCB model. Figure
3 can be represented by (6).

WIN = SPL(idx min(|SUBi−SV R(tstX,trnX)|)) (6)

where idx is the index at the lowest value com-
pared between SUB and SVR. The description of OCB
algorithm in (6) assumes that all SVR models are al-
ready trained with a standard SVR for predefined the
weighting β parameter.

The fact that T-space may shift from H-space,
closest optimizing design of OCB tends to provide
so better approximation than best optimizing with
H-space as SVR model. In next section, the introduc-
tion of the OII model which it is based on strength
extended input to ANFIS model is discussed.

2.2 Output-Input-Iteration applied to

ANFIS model

The Output-Input-Iteration (OII) applies the ben-
efit of ANFIS [24] by reducing the surface oscillation
effects. The ideas come from extended overlapping
of membership inputs by adding an extra value as
a part of input dimensions. The extra input dimen-
sion is actual output in training mode and leaves the
room for evaluation in the test mode. This case may
reduce output surging because of this extra input di-
mension assistance. The evaluated results give the
prediction values in the final stage of OII model.

The concepts of OII can be explained by (7) to
(15). The input dimension with n records can be
represented by (7).

xθ,i = [x1, x2, . . . , xn]θ . (7)

OII output can be evaluated by using iterative
ANFIS process with stepping values in parts of input

dimensions. The stepping focuses on input dimen-
sion one by one in each record whereas the rest of
the parts are kept as origin values as shown in (8)
and (9).

xθ,i|ni=1 = [x1, x2, . . . , xn, y]θ . (8)
The processes inside OII function is composed

of ANFIS or Takagi-Sukeno (TS) [24] fuzzy inference
system in the test mode. The input pattern x

(f)
θ,i is

rearranged in the format as in (9).

x
(f)
θ,i =



(
V

(stp)
1 , x2, . . . , xn, V

(stp)
1

)
1(

x1, V
(stp)
2 , . . . , xn, V

(stp)
2

)
2... . . .

...(
x1, x2, . . . , V

(stp)
n , V

(stp)
n

)
n


θ

(9)

where V
(stp)
i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n, is a step value, in-

creased by V (inc) in each i step; V (stp) is increased
and related to (12) with the initial value V (low) =

0, V (hgh) = 1, and V (stp) = 0.1. These include AN-
FIS's initial parameters {k, c, σ}, which are created
during ANFIS training phase.

The value V (dif)
i , which is the difference between

the TS fuzzy output V (out)
i and the forced input V (stp)

i

will be changed according to (10) to (12).

V (dif)
i = V (out)

i − V
(stp)
i (10)

V (out)
i = TS

(
x
(f)
θ,i , {k, c, σ}

)
(11)

V
(stp)
r+1 = V (stp)

r + V (inc) (12)

where i represents the ith iteration, V (low) ≤ V (stp) ≤
V (hgh) and V (inc) =

(
V (hgh) − V (low)) /n. Each itera-

tion, output precision can be increased by choosing
a smaller value of V (inc) that is related directly to
V (low) and V (hgh) in (13) and (14), respectively. With
this method the output will close to the root value
when the iteration number is increased.

new V (low) =
(
OII− V (inc)

)
(13)

new V (hgh) =
(
OII+ V (inc)

)
. (14)

The final OII output can provide the last iteration
in the process with decision according to (15). If the
neighbors on the left and right of minimum different
values have different signs, then the solution meets
at zero point between these neighbor values.
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Y out = OII (x, {k, c, σ})

= recur



V
(stp)(
arg min

∣∣∣V (dif)
i

∣∣∣) ;
(
∀V (dif)

i
> 0

)
∨

(
∀V (dif)

i
< 0

)
1
2

V
(stp)(
arg min

(
∀V (dif)

i
>0

)) + V
(stp)(
arg min

(
∀V (dif)

i
<0

))


; otherwise.

(15)

In the case of same sign, the solution can be de-
termined by the average between these values. This
case is affected from the H-space and T-space non-
matching and cannot give curve intersection with the
root axis. So, the average value is most suitable for
this case.

The advantage of both OCB and OII is that they
can support each other for better approximate pre-
diction. To evaluate combined models, the next
section describes the general cascade model which
is used in section 4.

3. The proposed cascade models of
SVR and ANFIS

OCB and OII design models can be combined
with ANFIS and SVR to create 6 more complex mod-
els: M-ANFIS, M-OII, S-ANFIS, S-OII, O-ANFIS, and O-
OII. The prefix M stands for ‘‘Mixed" inputs of both
SVR and OCB to ANFIS or OII model. The prefix S
is only the combination of SVR with inputs and the
prefix O is only the combination of OCB with input
to ANFIS or OII.

The applied model is illustrated in Figure 4 and
represents all 6 candidate models. SV is represented
by SVR, OCB, or both according to the prefix S, O,
or M respectively. STP stands for a stepping func-
tion. SUB is subtraction and PD is closest pair-wise
distance function.

Figure 4. The proposed cascade model.

To describe this representative figure, the exam-
ple of M-OII model: the SV box is replace with two
sub-box functions (SVR and OCB). The same input
(X ′′) is sent to SVB and OCB function. Then, these

two outputs from SV box are added with others as
dimension extension to X ′′ box. To describe S-OII
model, the SV box has only SVR function. In this
case, there is only one output from SV box direct to
X ′′ box. The same way of O-OII model, the SV box
has only OCB function.

In the case of ANFIS suffix; the example of M-
ANFIS model, the OII part changes to simple ANFIS
model. The main focus is based on stock prediction
and given input as (16) to (19).

Xi = {Ci,Hi, Li, Oi} (16)
X ′

i =
1

1.3 · Ci
{Ci, Ci−1, . . . , Ci−k,Hi, . . . ,

Hi−k, Li, . . . , Li−k, Oi, . . . , Oi−k}
(17)

X ′′
i =

Xi

max =
1

max {Ci,Hi, Li, Oi} (18)

X ′′′
i,j =

{
Y ′
i,j , Y

(IN)
i , Y

(STP )
j

}
(19)

Y ′
i,j =

{
X ′

i,j ; i ̸= j

X ′
i,j = Y

(STP )
i ; i = j

(20)

Y
(IN)
i =


SV R

(OUT )
i ; for S type

OCB
(OUT )
i ; for S type{

SV R
(OUT )
i , OCB

(OUT )
i

}
; for M type

(21)

where C,H,L, and O are represented to stock val-
ues of Close, High, Low, and Open, respectively.
i = 1, 2, . . . , k, j is X ′

i dimension, k is the num-
ber of previous data points (including the present
data point), which are reformatted to be an input
pattern. Y (IN) stands for SV R(OUT ) in case of S-
type or OCB(OUT ) in O-type. It is combined into 2
dimensions for M-type usage. Y (STP ) is a stepping
value between 0 and 1.

The value of 1.3 time of Ci in (17) is used as a
maximum value of ith record for ANFIS usage and
OII in (19). In case of OCB and SVR, it is suitable to
use a normalized value based on max value in (18)
because their original solution is depended on the
classification principle.

Because of non-linear effect in OII parts, the re-
sult of SUB function in Figure 4 is generally given
multiple root values. To find these solutions, the au-
thor selected a hybrid secant false position method
[27]. This compromised method generally guaran-
tees output performance by partition found in a
ranking scale.
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At the given state of root values, Y (STP ) is rep-
resented candidate to PD function. The final output
for ith record is selected from the closest pair-wise
distance between reference ANFIS output and can-
didate of Y (STP ) at root state.

The design models from sections 2 and 3 are al-
ready to be tested and evaluated. The results are
described in next section.

4. Simulations results

In this section, each separate model is tested to
find its limitation and to select the appropriate types
and constraints applied in a cascade model.

The subsection 4.1 defines data sets and tool for
measuring. The separated modules are compared
between each pair of OCB and SVR and OII and AN-
FIS.

The subsection 4.2.1 shows the tested results be-
tween OCB and SVR model strength with changed
parameters; k days of stock price to extend present
input dimension and inappropriate normalizing unit
values. The OCB shows better prediction on average
test results.

The subsection 4.2.2 compares the testing result
of OII and ANFIS model by extra extended input with
expected output. The average prediction slope of
the difference between prediction output and actual
output divided by the difference between guideline
inputs used as based comparison. More strength
output is better representative model for our cas-
cade model. The testing results show that the OII
model is significantly more stable than the ANFIS
model.

These detail results are described in subsection
4.2. The final cascade model testing is shown in sub-
section 4.3. The testing results confirm that the ap-
plied OCB and OII as a cascade model provides an
average result better than SVR and ANFIS.

4.1 Data preparation for training and

testing of the proposed cascade

model

The data sets for training and testing are col-
lected from 10 stocks of Thailand. These 10 exam-
ples of stock prices consist of 2 stock groups and
one total of SET index. The first group is bank group.
There are 5 examples: BBL (Bangkok Bank plc.), KTB

(Krung Thai Bank Plc.), SCB (The Siam Commercial
Bank), TISCO (Tisco Bank Plc.), and TMB (TMB Bank
Plc.). The second group is petrochemical group.
There are 4 examples; IRP (Indorama Polymers Plc.),
PTTCH (PTT Chemical Plc.), TPC (Thai Plastic and
Chemical), and VNT (Viny Thai Plc.). All stock data for
training the system are collected during 3rd January
to 28th February 2006. The test data are collected
during 1st September 2006 to 28th February 2007.

The statistics measurement techniques using in
this paper are mean squared error (MSE) [28], Theil's
U-Statistic statistic (U-Stat) [28], and Regression Error
Characteristic curve (REC) [29, 30]. MSE is made pos-
itive by squaring each error, and then the squared
errors are averaged. The smaller error value, the
better forecasting is compared with the same time
series. U-Stat allows a relative comparison of formal
forecasting methods with naïve approach. If U-Stat is
equal to 1, the naïve method is as good as the fore-
casting technique being evaluated. The smaller the
U-Stat, the better forecasting technique is relative
to naïve method. REC is a technique for evaluation
and comparison of regression models that facilitates
the visualization of the performance of many regres-
sion functions simultaneously in a single graph. A
REC graph contains one or more monotonically in-
creasing curves (REC curves) each corresponding to
a single regression model. REC curves plot the error
tolerance on the x-axis and the accuracy of a re-
gression function on the y-axis. Accuracy is defined
as the percentage of points predicted within the er-
ror tolerance. A good regression function provides
a REC curve that climbs rapidly towards the upper-
left corner of the graph. In other words, the regres-
sion function achieves high accuracy with a low error
tolerance. The area over the REC curve (AOC) is a
biased estimate of the expected error for a regres-
sion model. In the case of an error calculated using
the absolute deviation (AD), the AOC is close to the
mean absolute deviation (MAD).

4.2 Separated module testing

4.2.1 OCB and SVR model testing
The purpose of this testing is to confirm the

benefit of OCB system design in section 2 and in-
put defined in (18). To test the models, they were
defined into 2 input models based on pre-arranged
data inputs for both OCB and SVR testing. The first
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input model uses k days of stock price to extend
present input dimension with normalization unit by
using (22). To control unit value, this case uses 1.3
time of close price Ci in present time i.

X′
i =

1

1.3 · Ci
{Ci, Ci−1, . . . , Ci−k, Hi, . . . , Hi−k,

Li, . . . , Li−k, Oi, . . . , Oi−k}. (22)

The second input model uses only present
values of {Oi,Hi, Li, Oi} readjusted to unit values
divided by max value; Vmax = m · max(test data)

X ′′
i =

Xi

Vmax
=

1

Vmax
{Ci,Hi, Li, Oi} . (23)

Both OCB and SVR model are tested with SET
index data with (3) to (6) and case by case of input
format as in (22) and (23). For SET data, the result
of each prediction type testing case within (22) by
adjusting k = 2, 3, and 4 is shown in Table 1. This
is significant as the number of k-day back does not
guarantee the accuracy of prediction output. It is not
acceptable especially in the SVR model. It is worth
noting that more k days used will cost more pro-
cessing time and higher un-acceptable errors. There
is only lowest price test case with m = 1.5 that
SVR gives mse = 234.37 lower than OCB with mse
= 240.46. However, the average ratio of AOC be-
tween OCB:SVR is 6.2609:6.2978. This means that
OCB is slightly better than SVR. This is not a similar

result of tool usage because the tool is sensitive to
temporary value of error change but AOC calculates
the average of area over the curve. This means that
AOC is generally not sensitive to transient errors.

The lowest price prediction of SET data is
shown in Figure 5. The blue error line of OCB gives
an average error slightly closer to zero level than
SVR. This is re-confirmed that the use of AOC tool is
meaningful in comparisons.

The lowest price prediction of SET data is shown
in Figure 5. In this case, the SVR has slightly bet-
ter result in the area of transient data. However,
OCB gives an average error slightly better than SVR
(OCB: AOC = 6.2609 and SVR: AOC =.6.2978). The
results from these tests significantly show that the
OCB gives an average prediction better than SVR in
terms of variation of normalizing inputs. So, OCB
with reformatted input using (23) is preferred to use
in a further combined system.

4.2.2 OII and ANFIS model testing
In this subsection, a test comparison of the

ANFIS core system with the OII core system is de-
scribed. The tests include control factors, input
types, and data clustering types defined in next sub-
section. The results of final comparison between OII
and ANFIS are described in 4.2.2.2.

Table 1. Error comparison results when changing k.

Table 2. Error comparison results when changing m.
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4.2.2.1 Control factor, input pattern type, and data
clustering type defining

There are 2 input models according to predic-
tion types as defined in (22) and (23). The equa-
tion (23) is suitable for support vectors in both OCB
and SVR because of their original classification de-
sign model. However, it is not compromised if the
input type in (59) is defined for neuro-fuzzy, both OII
and ANFIS. Neuro-fuzzy is based on local optimizing
model. It is a better learning system if learning data
sets are unique; otherwise, the inconsistent records
will degrade system learning especially in the area of
neighbors of these conflicting records. So, equation
(22) is preferred to use as a re-formed input model
for testing both OII and ANFIS.

For system learning, there are some factors to
be concerned such as the processing time and mem-
bership function of fuzzy nodes. The system should
learn the data quickly with acceptable prediction er-
rors. The processing time is controlled by the num-
ber of input dimensions or k day back data. To re-
duce time in the learning process, one can select the
constant k to be 3. A larger k value which does not
give significant prediction accuracy compared to the
cost of time. The other concerning factors needed
to be designed before system learning are member-
ship functions (MF) of fuzzy nodes, which are applied
for both inputs and outputs. The appropriated MF
rules per total number of training data are found
from experience illustrated in the next subsection.

Figure 5. Lowest price error graph of OCB and SVR
testing eq. (23) with m = 1.5.

4.2.2.2 OII and ANFIS testing
To compare 4 time series prediction models

{C,H,L,O} when using OII and ANFIS as prediction

models, test comparison tools using the average pre-
diction slope of the difference between prediction
output Y (S) and actual output Y (R) were divided
by the difference between guideline input Y (I) and
Y (R) as shown in (24).

Yout/Yin =

n∑
j=1

n∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣∣ (Y
(S)
i,j − Y

(R)
j )

(Y
(I)
i − Y

(R)
i )

∣∣∣∣∣ (24)

where i is step value in [0 . . . 1] and n is the total
number of i for Y (S)

i .
The comparison results between OII and AN-

FIS using training data of stock name SET as fuzzy
learning and testing are shown in Figure 6. The suffix
C,H,L, and O are represented to approximate type
of Close, High, Low, and Open, respectively.

These testing controls of MF rule per train data
from 0.1 to 1. From experience, the auther found
that the appropriated MF rule/training data value is
between 0.4 and 0.5. However, there is un-normal
result in case of ANFIS model for predicting lowest
price (ANFIS_L).

The OII model shows more stability than ANFIS
model. Additional details of several tests of cascade
models are described in the next section.

4.3 Testing model complexity

The test in this subsection is to select and con-
firm hybrid models of Figure 7. The test uses max in
(18) or (23) for 10 data sets collected from 4.1. The
comparison is based on average errors in compari-
son by using Ustat of total test data in case of m
variation.

Because of processes limitation of ANFIS [24] in
fuzzy rule layer may provide all zero outputs and
cannot calculate outputs at normalization layer. In
this case, output value of ANFIS is set to 0. To re-
duce this effect, it is suitable to separate the testing
result into 2 groups: non-effect and effect of ANFIS
limitation.

The first group consists of 7 examples of data;
BBL, KTB, SCB, TISCO, TMB, PTTCH, and TPC. The
rests are IRP, VNT, and SET, which receive ANFIS lim-
itation effect and need to be filtered before calcu-
lating the average errors in Ustat tool. The average
results of Ustat for all 7 examples of stock price data
in first test group are shown in Table 3. Each model is
evaluated by controllingm value for all 4-dimension
prediction.
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Figure 6. Strength input comparison between OII and ANFIS with SET data.

The results in Table 3 show that the combined
techniques of both O-ANFIS and O-OII models are
the two best out of 8 compared models, providing
lowest average Ustat. With rank ordered from small
to large error, others are S-OII, M-OII, S-OII, and S-
ANFIS, respectively. SVR shows better results when
m is defined between 1.3 and 1.5. However, by
changing m, both O-ANFIS and O-OII show generally
better in prediction than others.

In the case of testing in the second group with
ANFIS limitation effects, the results are similar and
confirm the result of first group after filtering predic-
tion error point and substitute with the latest value
of each prediction type. Table 4 shows average Us-
tat measurement before filtering and Table 5 gives
the results after filtering.
Table 3. Average Ustat of testing results.

It is confirmed that these candidate models us-
ing in NFSV system require data jittering for N net-
works. Each jittering set is defined for each fuzzy

learning network. It is easy to reject un-similar neigh-
bor intermediate output.
Table 4. Average Ustat of Second group testing with
ANFIS limitation effect.

Both O-ANFIS and O-OII models are the best
combined model and should be selected as a can-
didate models, as shown in Table 5 at the last two
columns.

Table 5. Second group testing with filtered ANFIS
limitation effect.
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5. Discussion

SVR and OCB are original designs based on clas-
sification and applied regression for prediction appli-
cations. SVR seeks for global optimum while OCB
seeks for near optimum. The advantages of classi-
fication techniques provide good prediction results
similar to actual patterns. However, SVR has a ma-
jor problem in providing suitable offset output when
it has to process from inappropriate normalizing in-
puts. In the case of OCB, this effect can be reduced.
It is especially reduces more if SVR generates poor
reference outputs.

Fuzzy model both ANFIS and OII types have ma-
jor disadvantages in local optimizing effects. After
the system has learned, fuzzy models may not pro-
vide defuzzification outputs in test datasets or T-
space. However, OII shows slight improvement.

Both OCB and OII have their limitations in time
consumption based on iterative calls for their orig-
inal models. However, these two techniques show
significant compromising for stock prediction.

Fortunately, both lowest and open price of
next day prediction show good accuracy because
they yield benefits from classification in OCB output
guidelines. The latest close price is a major effect
to induce outputs of OCB. This value is close to the
next day open and low price.

In the case of close and highest price of next day
prediction, it does not show generally appropriate
result because there are external factors directly in-
volved with investor decision. The historical pattern
does not guarantee the prediction results.

6. Conclusion and further study

In this paper, cascade models for stock predic-
tion based on the combination of fuzzy logic and
neural network concepts are proposed. There are 2
main applied models: OCB and OII types proposed
herein. OCB is applied for classification of support
vector technique and OII is based on local opti-
mizing fuzzy model. These techniques have both
advantages and disadvantages. However, they can
support each other when they are synergistically
combined to become a hybrid intelligent system.
The OCB provides good enveloped output pattern
but provides poor offset values. OII uses enveloped
output patterns as expansion input guideline. This

can reduce local optimizing effects in the case of
fuzzy learning. This research result focused on only
limitation of comparison to the original model ANFIS
and SVR with financial Thailand stock price during 1st
September 2006 to 28th February 2007. The domain
of testing was quite specific about limitations.
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